The CP-X253 offers four outstanding features!

- Project onto a large screen!
- Powerful images!
- Wide selection of input/output terminals!
- Diverse images!
- Very quiet!
- Better concentration during classes and meetings!
- High brightness!
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Huge images, even in limited spaces.

Projects huge images of a distance of only 1.5m at 3,100 lumens in a 2500-lumen room, with vivid colors and sharp details, even in limited spaces. This makes it ideal for presentations in classrooms and small meeting rooms.

- Low noise does not disturb audience concentration.

The projector has a quiet design, with noise of only 29dB. You can sit in the classroom or meeting room without being bothered by the noise. Audience members will also be able to focus on your presentation even more because of its extremely low noise.

- Projects a variety of sources thanks to a wide range of terminals.

The CP-X253's dual HDMI inputs can be used for the Computer in, VCR, and DVD inputs. A total of 9 video sources can be loaded. If you have multiple devices connected to the projector, you can easily switch inputs for seamless multi-source presentations.

- Light weight and compact size, plus high brightness.

1kg (2.2 lbs) is lighter weight and 350mm x 250mm x 195mm compact size makes it easy to carry. And because it provides 2500 lumens, images are presented with a great degree of brightness even in well-lit rooms.

- Diverse security functions.

Security functions include PIN lock, My Settings, and Kensington lock. The locked setup prevents your setup from being returned to the factory default.
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- You can project on a blackboard or whiteboard.

Innovative new screen, the CP-X253 is compatible with both black and whiteboards. It automatically sensorizes the whiteboard, the whiteboard signal is output to both sides, ensuring easy visibility.

- Single projection right way with Advanced Quick Shift.

The CP-X253 boasts a quick shift function that can be used to easily shift the image position. You can quickly shift the image up to 20% of the screen’s width to a greater width of the screen.

- Easy to set up, even in small rooms is required.

The Power Zoom feature allows the user to make adjustments without using the projector. After having the projector set up, you can put the projector away immediately and you can make the adjustments later when you need them.

- Auto Vertical Keystone Correction eliminates screen distortion.

Keystone correction occurs when the projector is tilted. This is automatically corrected by a precision motor inside the projector and is not noticeable.
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Other Features

- Motion Adaption Progress Bar • 2 Pull Down
- Noise Reduction • Multi-Display Functionality
- My Settings • My Source • Security lock included
- Serial # Label on Side • Lamp Door on Top

- Resolution and Custom Modes

When projecting from a wireless computer, image projection is limited to the screen. Keep the wireless and custom modes useless for the entire display, providing extra, easy-to-read white images.